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ABSTRACT

In this paper we derive novel bounds on the capacity of
OFDM under spread frequency selective fading channels
without prior knowledge of the channel (non-coherent chan
nel). The derived bounds are characterized by a newly defined
parameter termed effective coherence time, which character
ize the number of effective number of samples that can be
used for channel estimation for a given SNR. We also show
that the effective coherence time is a non-increasing function
of the SNR. The presented bounds are tight for any SNR as
long as the effective coherence time is large enough.

1. INTRODUCTION

The analysis of communication systems is often performed
under the assumption ofperfect channel knowledge. In practi
cal systems, however, the channel needs to be estimated from
the communication signal itself, or from a properly designed
and broadcasted pilot signal, so that this assumption is often
unrealistic.

The capacity of communication systems without prior
knowledge of the channel has been investigated recently by
several researchers. The case of flat fading channels with
independent identically distributed (iid) fading has received
much attention, and although there is no closed form expres
sion, its capacity is well characterized (e.g. [1, 2]). The fre
quency flat correlated fading case was mainly analyzed as an
iid fading model with channel state information (CSI), under
the assumption that the CSI was obtained from the previously
received signals. The analysis of such systems revealed a
different behavior for the low and high signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) regimes.

For the low SNR regime, it was shown [3,4] that the chan
nel capacity is identical to the capacity when the channel is
known. I.e., the lack of channel knowledge does not reduce
the capacity. But, due to the imperfect channel knowledge,
the system is required to use a different signaling scheme.
While in the known channel case, iid Gaussian signaling is
optimal, in the complete absence of channel knowledge the
optimal signaling must have a low duty-cycle (i.e., the proba-
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bility of transmitting a zero must be large). In case of a chan
nel with imperfect CSI, it was shown [4] that a system using
Gaussian signaling achieves significantly less than the chan
nel capacity.

For the high SNR regime the situation is different. In this
case the capacity in the absence of channel knowledge is sig
nificantly inferior to the capacity with perfect channel knowl
edge, and grows only double logarithmically with SNR [5, 6].
In this case, again, the Gaussian signaling is far from optimal.
In fact, it was shown [4] that for any fixed channel estima
tion error variance, the mutual information of a system using
Gaussian signaling is bounded as the SNR goes to infinity,
while even in the case of no-channel knowledge the channel
capacity is unbounded.

While avoiding the use ofGaussian signaling may not rep
resent a problem, the use of low duty cycle signals (that were
shown to be optimal for the iid fading case [3]) is problem
atic in many practical systems. In fact, as the system SNR
approaches zero, the duty cycle required to achieve capac
ity approaches zero even faster (i.e., transmission of infinite
power for very short time). In order to account for the im
possibility of transmitting such strong impulses, the analysis
must include another constraint that limits the peak power of
the signal.

The most common constraint used for this purpose is a
constraint on the fourth moment of the transmitted signal
(termed quadratic constraint). This constraint was used to
analyze the capacity ofthe frequency selective fading channel
in the wideband limit. It was shown [7, 8] that the capacity
of this channel with the quadratic constraint is a decreasing
function of the number of resolvable paths. If the number
of resolvable paths also grows to infinity as the bandwidth
grows to infinity, then the capacity converges to zero.

In this case the channel coherence time becomes the most
important characteristic of the channel, as it describes the rate
of changes in the channel (and therefore characterize the ca
pability to learn the channel). But, the common definition of
channel coherence time (e.g., [9]) cannot be directly related to
any capacity result. Instead, [7] had considered a block fading
model of length Tc , while [8] had considered a more general
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model and gave a novel definition for the channel coherence
time that is directly connected to the channel capacity.

But, this definition ofchannel coherence time ([8]) is only
effective for infinite bandwidth (or equivalently at the low
SNR limit). In this paper we extend this definition, and show
that the novel definition is applicable for finite bandwidth and
anySNR.

In this paper we represent the finite bandwidth under
spread channel by an OFOM under-spread channel and
present novel bounds on the channel capacity. This bounds
are characterized by a newly defined parameter termed ef
fective coherence time. The novel lower and upper bounds
derived in this paper are tight enough to characterize the
channel capacity as long as the effective coherence time is
large enough.

vector will be used in the analysis of the channel estimation
of the k-th symbol. We also assume that at most one channel
tap has an expectation different from zero.

The input signal has constraints on the first and second
moments of the symbol power:

E[X!Xk] ~ Npx, E[(X!Xk )2] ~ aN2p;. (4)

where a ~ 1 is termed the quadratic constraint constant.
In the journal version of this paper we also consider a peak
power constraint and the case in which the transmitted sym
bols are required to be statistically independent. In this work
we do not allow any feedback, and therefore we assume that
the input symbols are statistically independent ofthe channel.

3. CHANNEL CAPACITY AND BOUNDS

2. SYSTEM MODEL

2.1. Channel model

We use the OFOM model [10], in which the Fourier transform
of the received signal is given by:

(6)

N(3
UBI = max E

1:s;,a:S;Q

As the channel capacity is not known, in the following we
present tight lower and upper bounds on it. Due to the space
limitations, some results are stated without proof.

Theorem 1 The capacity ofthe channel is upper boundedby:

C ~ min (LB1 ,LB2 ) (5)

LB I = EfIo [lOg (NPxlho,oI2 + 1)]
LB = N IE [fi ]1

2
ap;(Tc - N) aNp;

2 px n,O + 1 +Px eTc _ N) + 2

where Tc is the effective coherence time given in (7).

Proof of Theorem 1 is given in the journal version of this
paper [11}.

Note that LB1 is the complete CSI bound and is dominant
in high SNRs, while LB2 takes into account the uncertainty
due to the missing CSI, and is dominant for lower SNRs.

Theorem 2 The capacity ofthe channel is lower bounded by:

(2)F = _1_e-2j1rmn/N
m,n VN .

- 6. t - 6. twhere X k = F X k and H k = F H k are the Fourier trans-
forms ofthe input vector and channel impulse response at the
k-th symbol respectively. Both are vectors of length N, and
each input vector is also termed OFOM symbol. F denotes
the OFT matrix with elements:

The frequency domain noise Wk ~ FtWk is a zero mean
complex Gaussian vector with covariance matrix: Cw = I.
The multiplication by VN follows from the definition of the
Fourier analysis matrix, (2).

The channel itself is better characterized in the time do
main where H k = [hk 0' ... ,hk £_1,0, ... ,O]T, and L is
termed the channel memory length. We assume a wide sense
stationary Gaussian channel, with uncorrelated scattering
(WSSUS channel). The stacking of the channel vector has
a complex Gaussian distribution, H~ rv CN(E[H~],CHk),
and the covariance matrix of the channel (in time domain)
can be written as:

(3)

where C~ is a (k + 1) x (k + 1) Toeplitz matrix defined by
(Ckh)l m = Ch h jCh , CH is an N x N diagonal

, O,lN' OzmN 0,0 0

matrix and ® symbolIzes the Kronecker product. For normal-
ization purposes we will use Tr[CHo] = 1. We also define the

k x 1 vector c~ in which (C~)l = (C~)l,k, l = 0, ... , k - 1.
This vector is the correlation between the channel tap value
at the k-th symbol and its value at all previous symbols. The

I
E [fi ]+ 1.. pxrrc-N) Zl2

n,O N Px(Tc-N)+£
UB2 ~ E log 1 + 1 L

-Np-x + -N-Px-(""'lC"'Tc---N-)-+-N-L

where z rv CN(O, 1) is a standard complex normal random
variable, and CQ (p) is the achievable mutual information for
QPSK transmission over AWGNchannel with SNR equal to p,
evaluated in [12}.
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Proof of Theorem 2 is given in the journal version of this
paper [iil.

Note that UBI is achieved using narrowband QPSK trans
mission with duty cycle of j3, and is tight for low SNRs. On
the other hand, UB2 is achieved using wideband continuous
Gaussian modulation, and is tight for high SNRs ifTe » N.
The approximation in UB2 is based on the approximation pre
sented in (18) and is shown to be accurate even for Te that
span as little as 10 OFDM symbols. An exact version of this
bound, which does not depend on the approximation, is given
in the journal version of this paper [11].

E{Sxn-1} == Pxl. Writing the estimation error covariance
o

matrix, (9), in the time domain, and substituting (3) we have:

Cn CHn - NPxch t 0 CHn

. (NPxC~-1 0 CH
n

+ I) -1 Ch: 0 CH
n

. (11)

This matrix is a diagonal matrix in which for any channel tap
such that (CH

n
)l,l > 0 we can write:

(CHn)~l + NPxch: t (12)

o(Npx (CHJ1,1 [C~-l - Chcht]+If\ho

and the inverse of the estimation error of each channel tap,
(12), becomes:

We wish to find a relation between the coherence time
and the channel estimation performance. We therefore tum to
a special case of a block fading channel, in which the channel
is constant over its coherence time.

As a reference we assume that the n-th symbol is the last
symbol ofa block. The channel estimation for the last symbol
of a block is based on the previous TelN - 1 symbols, which
have exactly the same channel impulse response as the n-th
one. In mathematical terms, the channel covariance matrix is:

4. THE EFFECTIVE COHERENCE TIME

The previous Theorems were presented as a function of the
following quantity that was termed effective coherence time:

'Tc = }~~ NCht (NPx [C~-l - Chcht] + If1 ch + N.
(7)

In this section we present some results which explain why
Te was termed effective coherence time, and give some in
sights into its physical nature. We begin by considering a
constant amplitude modulation (e.g., QPSK), and afterwards
we present an approximation that holds for other modulations.

The estimation error covariance matrix given the past
transmitted and received symbols is given by:

n - TelN < i,j :S n
otherwise

(13)

(8)

where Sx is the spectrum of the symbol X given by: Sx ==
diag(X)diag(X)t. We define the following covariance ma
trix which is strongly related to the effective coherence time,
by replacing the transmitted spectrum with its expectation:

We use this model for a reference, because its estimation per
formance are directly related to its coherence time.

The direct relation between the coherence time and the
channel estimation error variance exhibited by the "block"
fading model can be used to define an effective coherence
time for a general channel model. We define the effective tap
coherence time of an arbitrary channel as:

Cil - NCiln-l iI tE {Sxn - 1 }
nO' n 0

. (NCiln-l E {Sxn-1} + I) -1 CHn~l H0 (9)
o 0 0 , n

(c )-1 (C )-1
N 1· n l,l - H n l,l+ 1m

n~oo Px

N + N lim ch: t
n~oo

(15)

4.1. Wideband constant amplitude modulation

A constant amplitude modulation can be caharcterized as a
modulation in which the transmission spectrum is equal to its
expectation, Sxn-1 == E{Sxn-1}. Therefore, for a constant

o 0

amplitude modulation we have:

(10)

In this subsection we consider the special case of wide
band constant amplitude modulation, characterized by Sxn -1 ==

o

where the second row in the equation has made use of(12).
This definition of effective tap coherence time seems use

ful, since it has a direct relation with the channel estimation
performance. However, it is important to note that this ef
fective tap coherence time depends on the channel tap power,
(CHn )l,l, and will in general be different for each channel tap.
In fact, the effective tap coherence time is a non-increasing
function ofthe channel tap power. Taking an engineering per
spective, one tends to consider the worst case as the preferred
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channel measure. Therefore, it is interesting to note that the
effective coherence time, defined in (7) satisfies:

(16)

_ y=0.866(TcO=120)

- • - y=0.949(TcO=300) .,

. -8-· y=0.985(TcO=990)

103~::.~:-:~:~~:~.:~~. ~~5.::~ ,,: ;."..,.::: ~:.: '.' '.':.:'.': :~: ···.0 .. · ..0 .. y=0.995(TcO=3000) :::.
. · ~·s ·····0: .

with equality in the case that a single channel tap contains all
of the channel energy.

Thus, The effective coherence time, which was defined in
(7), and appeared in the capacity bounds, is a good charac
terization of the channel in terms ofthe achievable estimation
performance. To be precise, it represents the coherence time
of a block fading channel model in which a system that ap
plies wideband constant amplitude modulation achieves the
same estimation error variance.

.....:.. :-:~ ..:. ······..0:··
........ ~ i········ .: : ~ Ii. .. :. ··..·e···:

...~. ·f·~· '1'~' *.~~. ~~.~ .~.~ ~,'." ....:~ :~.
...:.......""'... 151.",~ ~

. ",,~, : ''EI." : '0.. :

102~ : : :: :- : -:....:..:....."."'.~.~~5.-2.,~!~~

101L.---..L-_.....I...---JL.-----L..._....L.---I._---L....._~_____L_--L.------l

-50 -45 -40 -35 -30 -25 -20 -15 -10 -5
SNR[dB]

4.2. Narrowband constant amplitude modulation

4.3. Wideband approximation

Thus, the effective coherence time also directly characterize
the estimation performance in the narrowband case.

Fig. 1. Effective coherence time for the ARI channel model
for various parameter values.

effective tap coherence times are equal and reach their upper
bound of:

Teo == lim Te== N lim (Ch t ch + 1). (19)
Px---+O n---+oo

This value is equivalent to the channel coherence time defined
in [8]

For higher SNRs in most channel models the effective co
herence time also depends on the SNR, and decreases as the
SNR increases. At first this may seem as a surprising char
acteristic of a coherence time. intuitively one would expect
the coherence time to characterize the channel, regardless of
the system parameters. The dependence on the system SNR
arises from the fact that the effective coherence time actually
characterize the estimation performance.

Intuitively one can say that a system with higher SNR
would require better channel estimation. Thus, such a system
will be able to use only channel measurements that has higher
correlation to the present channel state. Further increase in the
SNR will further reduce the number of useful measurements
and therefore reduce the effective coherence time.

Let us consider another simple channel model, termed
AR 1 (auto regressive channel model of the first order). This
channel model is defined by a single parameter, "(, the chan
nel forgetting factor, and is characterized by CH .,H. ==

t J

"(Ii- jl CHo . The effective coherence time for this chan-
nel can be calculated using (7), and its low SNR limit is
Teo == N / (1 - ,,(2).

(17)

(18)

1 1

N 1 +PxCTe- N)'
lim (en)

n---+oo l,l

For other modulations, we use we use the following approx
imation for the estimation error covariance matrix which is
accurate if the input symbols are iid and the effective coher
ence time is long enough:

Another case for which we can provide a close-form ex
pression for the estimation performance is the narrowband
constant amplitude modulation, characterized by Sxn -1 ==

o

E{Sxn-1} == I ~ So, where So == diag([I, 0, ... ,0]). In this
o

case we get:

This approximation is especially convenient as it depends
only on the input statistics and not on the actual transmitted
symbols, as is for (8).

As long as this approximation holds, the physical inter
pretations of the effective coherence time presented in sub
sections 4.2 and 4.1 holds for any modulations type. Further
more, this approximation was used to prvide the simple form
ofUB2 which is important in the high SNR regime.

4.4. Properties of the effective coherence time

In contrast with the channel coherence time, the effective co
herence time is also a function of the system SNR (a non
increasing function of the SNR). This is negligible in the low
SNR extreme, where the effective coherence time reaches its
maximal value. At the limit when the SNR goes to zero all the

5. NUMERICAL EVALUATION

In this section we present numerical results that demonstrate
the behavior of the effective coherence time and the tightness
of the capacity bounds. For these calculations, we assume
E[Hn ] == 0, equal power taps, i.e., (CHN)l,l == I/L for
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Fig. 2. Capacity bounds vs. SNR for ARI fading channel
(Teo == 3 . 102 , 3· 103 ) and quadratic power constraint.

o ~ 1 < L. We set the OFDM symbol length to N == 30
samples, and the channel memory length to L == 5 samples.
The quadratic constraint constant in (4) is set to a == 10.

Figure 1 depicts the effective coherence time (Te ) of the
ARI channel model as a function ofSNR (Px) for various val
ues of its parameter (1). As can be seen, the effctive coher
ence time is constant for low enough SNR and then descends
as SNR increases. Note that the smallest effective coherence
time in this model is equal to N (meaning that the different
OFDM symbols are practically independent). Our bounds are
usefull as long as the effective coherence time is much larger
then the symbol length (Te » N)

Figure 2 depicts the bounds on the channel capacity of the
ARI channel when the value of the channel parameter is set
to 1 == 0.949 (Teo == 300) and 1 == 0.995 (Teo == 3,000). As
can be seen, the bounds are tight for all SNR values. For very
low SNR both bounds approximately equal ap;Te. For high
SNR the bounds are tight as long as Te » N.

6. SUMMARY

In this paper we analyzed the capacity ofOFDM under spread
channels, and presented tight bounds on the channel capacity.
These bounds are characterized by the newly defined effec
tive coherence time parameter. The effective coherence time
characterize the number of effective number of samples that
can be used for channel estimation. The presented bounds
are tight for any SNR. For low SNR the bounds converge to
ap~Te, while for high SNR the complete CSI ('known chan
nel ') upper bound is tight as long as the effective coherence
time is large enough.

More details on the bounds derivation are given in [11].
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